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A remarkable novel about secrets, desire, memory, passion, and possibility.Newlywed Grace

Monroe doesnâ€™t fit anyoneâ€™s expectations of a successful 1950s London socialite, least of all

her own. When she receives an unexpected inheritance from a complete stranger, Madame Eva

dâ€™Orsey, Grace is drawn to uncover the identity of her mysterious benefactor.Weaving through

the decades, from 1920s New York to Monte Carlo, Paris, and London, the story Grace uncovers is

that of an extraordinary women who inspired one of Parisâ€™s greatest perfumers. Immortalized in

three evocative perfumes, Eva dâ€™Orseyâ€™s history will transform Graceâ€™s life forever,

forcing her to choose between the woman she is expected to be and the person she really is.The

Perfume Collector explores the complex and obsessive love between muse and artist, and the

tremendous power of memory and scent.
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I absolutely love historical fiction and anything having to do with fragrances. So, the fact that the

author blended both elements together was both intriguing and cleverly done. The Perfume

Collector is beyond exquisite; exploring mystery, societal issues concerning women of two different



period in time, and of course, the beauty of romance and how various scents come in to play with

intimacy among other things.This story was truly a journey of self-discovery, and I was intrigued by

every thing it had to offer. For one, the main characters. I liked Grace. My perception of the kind of

person she was grew the more I read. Her personality came off as kind, accepting, but beautiful

without understanding the meaning of the word and how she embodied that within herself. And

towards the end you begin to see her character experience growth and start to acknowledge things

she was apprehensive about in the beginning. I was happy that the author enabled Grace to

breathe in a new found air of independence and come into herself a bit more. And as for Eva, well, I

was completely taken by her. As oppose to the life of Grace, Eva's was no fairy-tale She

experienced the good and the ugly, and the fact that she overcame so much was just impressive.I

enjoyed the time frame and moving from one to the other, getting the chance to learn about both

women and establish the connection that became quite clear early on. The whole mystery of Grace

finding out about Eva and the reason for her inheritance was really well written. By the time I figured

it out I wanted to shake Grace and ask, "don't you see?" But her wanting to hold on to HER truth

was evident throughout the pages, and the moment she caught sight of what was really real then it

all gets even more interesting.
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